A Message From the CAL Team
Welcome! The Cognitive Aging Lab will now be publishing a
biannual newsletter providing key findings from our latest
research. This newsletter also gives our readers information on
any upcoming studies and/or opportunities to get involved. The
purpose of this newsletter is to make our latest knowledge of
cognitive aging and its practical implications accessible to our
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Continued from PAGE 1 …
older and younger adults find occupations significantly easier to remember than names
regardless of the emotional expression of a person's face. Interestingly, we also
discovered that people showing a happy expression were easier to remember than those
showing an angry expression when paired with an occupation. Altogether, this suggests
that if you want to introduce yourself to young or older adults and increase your
likelihood of being correctly remembered, the best way to introduce yourself is by your
career, with a huge smile on your face.

The Mental Health of Chinese Canadians During the Pandemic
Linke Yu, Mariah Lecompte, Weiguo Zhang, Peizhong Wang, Lixia Yang

Funded by the New Frontiers Research
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If you need mental health support, please visit
https://toronto.cmha.ca/help-for-seniors/, or
call the Ontario Community Helpline, (Tel:
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HOW TO GET INVOLVED: RYERSON SENIOR PARTICIPANT POOL
The Ryerson Senior Participant Pool (RSPP) is a protected database
that our laboratories use to recruit participants for our research
projects. To be included in the RSPP, you will be asked to undergo a
brief intake where personal information (e.g., contact details, age,
gender, health status, etc.) will be collected. This information helps us determine your eligibility for
future studies. Once include in the RSPP, you will be personally contacted by a member of our team if
there is an opportunity for you to participate.

Please contact cal@ryreson.ca to sign up!

Loneliness, Support, & Life Satisfaction of Chinese Canadians
Chang Su, Lixia Yang, Linying Dong, Weiguo Zhang
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If you need mental health support, please visit https://toronto.cmha.ca/help-for-seniors/, or call the
Ontario Community Helpline, (Tel: 211).
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Social Media & COVID-19-Related Anxiety
Dr. Linying Dong, Dr. Lixia Yang, Mariah Lecompte, Alexandra Katsiris, & Cassandra Skrotzki
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Conceptual model developed from social media study results.
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Continued from PAGE 4…
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If you need mental health support, please visit https://toronto.cmha.ca/help-for-seniors/, or call the
Ontario Community Helpline, (Tel: 211).

JACKMAN FOUNDATION PSYCHOLOGY RESEARCH EXCELLENCE
Kathryn Bolton, a graduate student in our research lab, was awarded the
Jackman Foundation Psychology Research Excellence Grant,

an

award presented to graduate students in the Psychology MA or PhD
program at Ryerson University. Applicants are evaluated based on the
scientific merit of their proposed study, the applicant’s research
approach, the originality of their proposal, and the impact of the
planned research project. Kathryn received this award for her thesis
project which aims to understand how the experience of the COVID-19 pandemic has impacted
psychosocial wellbeing as it relates to cognition in older adults. She plans to use the Jackman
Foundation Psychology Research Excellence Award to support the operational costs of her thesis
project.
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COVID-19 Related Risk Perceptions Among Chinese Canadians
Mariah Lecompte, Dr. Alyssa Counsell, Dr. Peizhong Wang, Dr. Weiguo Zhang, & Dr. Lixia Yang

An online study was launched during the peak of the first wave of COVID-19 to identify
demographic predictors for COVID-19 risk perception among Chinese residents in Canada.
It was found that increased COVID-19 personal experience was associated with an
increase of self-infection risk perception, perceiving the pandemic as a real threat, and
infection rate prediction. We also found that gender was associated with higher future
infection rate prediction, with women predicting an 18% higher future infection rate than
men. This suggests that among our sample of Chinese residents in Canada, knowledge of
others with confirmed, suspected, or possible COVID-19 was related to an increase of
personal and general risk perception and that participants with COVID-19 experience and
females in our sample had higher percentages of future infection rate predictions.

WHERE TO FIND US
Email us at cal@ryerson.ca
if you have any questions
or comments on this issue.

Check out our Twitter
@CogAgeLab to get our latest
research updates.

Visit our website to learn
more about our research
lab at
https://psychlabs.ryerson.c
a/cal/ .

Check out our Facebook page
to get our latest research
updates.

CLICK THE LOGOS!
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Special Congratulations
The Cognitive Aging Lab would like to extend congratulations to the following lab
members for their recent academic successes. Mariah LeCompte successfully defended
her Master’s Thesis comparing memory strategies in younger and older adults. Kesaan
Kandasamy successfully defended his Master’s thesis examining inhibition and cognitive
control of older and younger adults. Both Mariah and Kesaan have started their PhD
placements following their defense. Lingqian Li successfully defended her dissertation on
age-related deficits in associative memory. She has now completed her PhD under the
supervision of Dr. Lixia Yang. Well done Mariah, Kesaan, and Lingqian!

MEET OUR TEAM

From top left: Dr. Lixia Yang (PhD, Lab Director, Professor); Max Marshall (RA); Kathryn Bolton (MA student);
Mariah Lecompte (PhD student); Angela Xiang (RA, Lab Manager); Sonja Givetash (MA student); Kesaan
Kandasamy (PhD student); Alexandra Katsiris (RA); Abbisha Saseekaran (RA, thesis student); Cassandra
Skrotzki (PhD student)
Not Pictured: Lingqian Li (PhD student), Natalie Loserro (RA), Sana Junaid (RA), Julia Scaringi (RA)
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